
REVIEW

BY PROF. DR. HABIL GBORGMLKOV KOLEV, PhD

regarding the competition for the academic position of "Professor"

at Konstantin Preslavslry lJnlersity of Shumen

scientific field 1. PedagogY,

professional field 1.3 Pedagogy of teaching in ...

(Methodology of Teaching Music)

Contest data

The competition for the academic position of "Professor" was announced in

the State Gazette, issue 941I2.1L2021. The only candidate forit is Assoc. Prof.

Yanna Pavlova Ruskova, PhD - Lecturer in the Department of Musical

Aesthetics, Music Education and Perforrnance, Faculty of Pedago gy at Konstantin

Preslavsley University of Shumen. The necessary documents and relevant

evidence for review and evaluation are present, in accordance with The Law on

the Development of the Academic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria and its

regulations (LDASRB), and the Regulations for the Development of the

Academic Staff of Konstantin Preslavslry University of Shumen. The materials

presented are coffectly and precisely described and arranged. The facts from the

documents that show the candidate has fulfilled the requirements for holding the

academic position of "professor" are: the candidate is a doctor of Methodology of
Music Education, has held the position of associate professor for more than six

years; the materials for the production of previous procedures are not recurrent -

the applicant has declared this and a reference to NACID has been made; in

quantitative terms the minimum requirements under Art. 2 b, paru. 2 and 3 of

LDASRB are exceeded - 1026 points (whereas the minimum is 550 points); there

are enough points in each of the criteria. This shows that Assoc. Prof. Yanna

Ruskova, PhD has the right to participate in the competition for the academic

position of "professor".

Candidate details

The professional development and the scientific and creative biography of

Assoc. Prof. Yanna Ruskova, PhD define this participation in the competition for



professor as the natural next step of her overall career development, a way to

explicate knowledge, skills and competencies as evidence of her professionalism

which is strongly related to music and music education. She studied at the Plovdiv

School of Music. She completed her higher education in this field at the Academy

of Music, Dance and Fine Arts in Plovdiv. Her professional career includes the

positions of music teacher ("Nancho Popovich" High School of Natural Sciences

and Mathematics and "Dobri Voynikov" Private School in Shumen) and lecturer

at Konstantin Preslavsley University of Shumen, Faculty of Pedagogy. She was

initially a part-time lecturer at the university since 1984 and a full-time lecturer

since 1989. In2013 she defended her PhD dissertation. Since 2015 she has been

an associate professor. Her teaching activity is with students majoring in

Pedagogy of Music Education, Preschool and Primary School Pedagogy, Primary

School Pedagogy with a Foreign Language, and Preschool Pedagogy for the

academic degrees of "Bachelor", "Professional Bachelor" and "Master", where the

disciplines are related to the undergraduates' methodological training, playing a

musical instrument, incl. electronic instruments, digital technology and music.

During the period after the acquisition of the position of "Associate Professor"

she has been the head of 4 doctoral students, one of whom has defended his

dissertation and another has an upcoming defense. Her professional interests are

related to music pedagogy, in various dimensions, as well as creative activities,

like leadership of musical ensembles with the participation of children. Her

professional qualities serve as the basis for her expert activity: conducting

qualification activities with teachers; conducting webinars for teachers in

connection with the introduction of new music content and new textbooks;

participation in organizing, conducting and judging in the only national

competition for accordionists in Bulgaria - "Dancing Keys" (2001 - 2021). Her

career also includes organizational and managerial activities - she has been Head

of the Department of Musical Aesthetics, Music Education and Performance and

a Deputy Dean for Academic Affairs of the Faculty of Pedagogy.

Scientific works

To participate in the competition, Assoc. Prof. Yanna Ruskova, PhD presents:

59 titles (2 monographs, 18 articles, 20 textbooks and 19 teaching aids), 58

notable citations. Even a cursory glance is enough to confirm their connection

with the professional and scientific direction of the competition. The main

thematic areas in the scientific production are: development and formation of the

modern music teacher, the modern textbook and the music lesson. This general

context is revealed through the prism of interpenetration of different scientific

fields - music pedagogy, music psychology, musicology, music philosophy,

music aesthetics, digital technologies in music, etc.



Both monographs show the scientific and research competence of the

candidate in the field of the scientific direction of the competition.

The monograph "Contemporary music pedagog,t. Theoretical and analytical

aspects" (2Og pages) reveals current and ideological guidelines, determining the

characteristics of modem pedagogical science for music education and training -

both for higher education and for school education. Scientific-theoretical and

applied-practical aspects of interrelated scientific fields are considered, analyzed

and designed inseparably: music pedagogy and the philosophy of music and music

education; music psychology and music pedagogy; music didactics and art

didactics; traditions, modernity, perspectives of technologies, methods,

approaches to work; the competent music teacher; the modern music lesson. An

interesting approach in the monograph is the reasoned interconnection of
scientific fields, theoretical modeling and practical guidance, and the discovery of

modern aspects of theoretical and practical problems. The functions of musical

art appear united and current, their important projections in the educational

process are presented, for example, the non-verbal messages of music and the

music pedagogue, the verbalization of messages of musical works, the canon and

heuristics in interpretation of music and in the pedagogical process of teaching

music, the social function of music, etc.

Another very important point in the monograph is the derived competence

model of the music teacher in the second chapter - essence, types of competencies,

and their characteristics. This is a definite contribution of Assoc. Prof. Ruskova,

because it is in line with the current state policy in education and because such a

generalized comprehensive model for the music teacher is not found in the

scientific literature in our country.

The modern music lesson is argued in the third section of the monograph,

revealing its specificity and strategic goals and objectives, characterizing its

constituent elements through the prism of the categories of genre, composition,

dramaturgy, improvisation. This reading matter gives the author's current

position, which is evident in another section of her production - modem music

textbooks and music teaching aids.

The monograph "Professional and personal development of students -future

music teachers. Professional self-determination" (209 pages) reveals a study of

the profile of students in the process of professional and personal self-

determination in the path of mastering the profession of music teacher. The

theoretical contribution is expressed in the shaping of a model of professional self-

determination, the

empirical research

types of self-determination, the validation of a system of
- author's tests and surveys. Applied aspects relate to the



application of such systems for special attention and work for self-knowledge,

motivation for professional and personal self-determination and the formation of

confidence in students' capabilities, because otherwise it is impossible to train

creative and competent professionals.

Assoc. Prof. Ruskova presents 18 articles for participation in the

competition. They are published in specialized scientific journals, yearbooks,

proceedings of scientific conferences, whose publications are in the NACID

reference list. Their titles alone connect the author with the direction of the

competition. They relate to: theoretical, psychological and methodological

problems of music-pedagogical professional education of future music teachers,

in terms of their professional competencies, appearance and functions; modern

music textbooks - concept, characteristics, digital resources and electronic

textbooks. A11 of them are in direct connection with the main topics of the two

monographs, as well as with the ongoing teaching work.

The candidate in the competition presents 58 notable citations. It is

noteworthy that Assoc. Prof. Ruskova is "visible" to her colleagues - she is quoted

by university professors, music teachers, PhD students, incl. ones from other

trends. Most of the citations are in monographs. Another characteristic of the

citations leads to interest in the professional image of music pedagogues and their

competencies, the appearance and use of modern music textbooks, and the

psychological aspects of musical activity and performance revealed in the

publications of Assoc. Prof. Ruskova.

A very specific and important section of what has been presented for

participation in the competition are music textbooks and teaching aids for

general education schools - a complete set from lst to 10th grad e (20 textbooks,

19 teaching aids), created in the period 2016 - 2021. Assoc. Prof. Ruskova is the

head of three teams for the three types of textbooks - one for each main stage in

our educational system (1st - 4th grade, 5th - 7th grade, 8th - 10th grade). Their

creation is the result of high professionalism and competencies from a wide range,

related to modern aspects of scientific fields, which she talks about in her

monograph. The study kits contain a textbook, an e-textbook, a teacher's book, a

set of audio cassettes, frontal work boards. Another impressive display is the

updating of teacher's books - they have been made interactive, with many

additional materials.
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Conclusion

A11 presented and analyzeddocuments and materials, as well as the teaching

and expert activities of Assoc. Prof. Ruskova give grounds to highlight the

following important Points :

1. The documents and materials meet the requirements for acquiring the academic

position of "professor" - a sufficient number of papers, with original personal

scientific, theoretical and applied contributions, cotresponding to the direction of

the competition.

2. There is no doubt about her scientific and teaching qualification.

After getting acquainted with the materials and papers presented in the

competition and reviewing them, after analyzing their importance and the

scientific and applied contributions contained in them, I find it reasonable to give

my positive assessment and recommend the Scientific Jury to prepare a report to

the Faculty Council of the Faculty of Pedagogy for the election of Assoc. Prof.

yanna Pavlova Ruskova, PhD to the academic position of "Professor" at

Konstantin Preslavslqt lJniversity of Shumen, in scientific field 1. Pedagogy,

professional field 1.3 Pedagogy of teaching in (Methodology of Music

Teaching).
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